Dear Colleagues

The year has come to an end, and I am glad to celebrate with you the second year of the Pan Arab Journal of Neurosurgery (PAJN) since the relaunch in January 2021. I have the pleasure to publish the December 2022 issue with large diversity of topics from different countries such as the United States, India, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt. We continued to have increased submissions that made us select the more distinguished articles and at the same time doubling the number of publications compared to the 2021 issues.

The PAJN is an open-access journal; all published articles can be freely downloaded, because our aim is to enhance the advancement of science and medical education. The fully open access platform has expanded the availability of the journal’s articles. To date, we have 25 articles that were downloaded more than 2,800 times. This is in line with our aim to engage the young generations of neurosurgeons and effectively promote authors’ work. The PAJN is promoted to bring neurosurgeons the best information and research in a clinically useful format, in order to improve health care delivery to patients in the Arab countries and all over the world.

I would like to thank the editorial board members, associate editors, and reviewers for their time and expertise during the past 24 months. The editorial team was on firm footing to evolve the PAJN in many ways. Selecting a well-esteemed world-class editorial board that was advocating for the journal in all occasions, contributed to our great success. I would like to extend my appreciation to the authors and readers from all over the world for their trust in the PAJN. I assure you that we will continue to deliver the highest quality content publications to the Neurosurgical Community from the Arab Countries and the Globe through the Vehicle of the PAJN.